has obtained an asymptotic almost sure representation for empirical quantiles of independent and identically distributed random variables. In this paper we present an analogous result for a large class of stationary linear processes.
Introduction
has initiated the asymptotic representation theory of sample quantiles via the empirical distribution function. In particular, he demonstrated that under certain fairly mild regularity conditions on the distribution F and the density f of the iid sequence X (1), X (2) ,... the following is true with probability one:
XP.n = R + p - Fn(4p) and Rn = 0 (nC3/4 (log n)1/2 (log log n)114).
Here, for 0 < p < I, tp is the unique p-quantile of F, i.e. F (4 = p, Xpn is the p-th sample quantile based on X (1), X (2), ... , X (n), and Fn is the empirical distribution function based on the same sample.
Bahadur's theorem and proof give great insight into the relation between empirical quantiles and the empirical distribution function. It has triggered a number of refined studies in the iid case and subsequent extension to non-independent sequences: Analysis by Eicker (1966) has revealed that the remainder R, is op (n3/4 g (n)) if and only if g (n) -+ as n -+ oo, and Kiefer (1967) for either choice of sign.
Other references in the iid case include Duttweiler (1973) and Ghosh (1971) , who obtained a simpler proof of Bahadur's representation but for a weaker result.
There are some extensions to sequences of random variables with certain dependency structures, e.g. m-dependence, 0-mixingness, strong mixingness, compare Sen (1968 Sen ( , 1972 ) and Babu and Singh (1978) . In this paper we obtain an analogous strong representation for a very broad class of stationary linear processes with parameters decreasing at a polynomial rate. In particular, the following sequences are considered: 00 (0.1)
where e (n) are iid innovations with E (I e (n) j) <c for some a> O and I8(i)I. c i" for some c,q > O and i > 1.
The class of linear processes in (0.1) is very broad. It includes both finite and infinite variance linear processes and also incorporates processes based on both continuous and certain (due to restrictions on the stationary distribution function that will be imposed later) discrete innovation series e (n). It covers m-dependent sequences, all autoregressive -moving average processes and certain sequences which are neither 0-mixing nor strong mixing. Examples of sequences within the class (0.1) which are not strong mixing are easily obtained: The first order autoregressive process (0.2) X(n) --X(n -1) = e(n) 2 is strongly mixing iff e (n) has a distribution with absolutely integrable characteristic function, such as the normal distribution; see Chanda (1974 
where the innovations e (n) are iid with E (I e (n) I') < 00 for some a > 0. Assume also that for i . 
We write rl = -(1 + 1 / a -q) -1 / cc. Equation (2. 1) implies that the difference between the p-th sample quantiles based on Xp (i), X (i), i = 1,... , n, respectively, is
Here and below order relations are to be interpreted to hold almost surely.
Then, using Lemma 1 from the Appendix, we get
where F is the distribution of Xp and Fp (y-) denotes the limit from the left, i.e.
Fp (y-) = limi Fp (yo).
We now exploit the independence of the truncated series after lag [ n] by defining
where nk is either rnl'~o r [nl'P -1, its dependence on k being of no concern.
If for given n, X k denotes the p-th sample quantile of the k-th set SP containing nk random variables, then by Lemma 2 (2.4)
At this point it is necessary to point out one of the defects of the distribution F: its possible discontinuity. We remedy this by introducing the slightly perturbed but continuous random variables
where U (i) has the uniform distribution over (0,1) and is independent of Xp (i). If we also define Go (y) as (Fi (Xp))p,^= (Gp (Xp))p, + 0 (n + ) by monotonicity of Fi and Gp. In Equation (2.6) (Fi (XP))pn is the r n p -th order statistic of Fp (X (i)), i = 1,... , n and (Gi (Xp))p,n is defined similarly. Equation (2.6) demonstrates that the effect introduced by the perturbation with respect to the corresponding p-th quantiles may be ignored. Keeping in mind (2.6) we are in the sequel concerned with Go (Xi (i)), i = 1, . .. , n only. We will first determined how close (-log (Gp (XP)))p,n the p-th quantile of -logG (Xp (i)), i = l,...,n is to log p1. Since Xp (i) has distribution Fp, -log Gp (Xp (i)) has an exponential distribution with mean 1. On each set k, we may therefore apply the Renyi representation (see e.g., Shorack and Wellner (1986) p.723) -7 - to these transformed random variables. In particular, for the rnk pl -th order statistic (-log Gp (XP))k of the transformed random variables in S P we obtain Equations (2.9), (2.7) together with (2.4) imply that (-log Gp (XP))p,n = log p-1 + 0 (nl12 (Vl) (log n)1/2) and hence (2.10) (Gp(X))pn = p + O(n1'2(P-1)(logn)1/2). Since, over the neighborhood Bp, the derivative of F is bounded away from 0 which implies that F-1 has bounded derivatives, we may transform from (F (Xp))p,n tO (X)pn -8 -and obtain (X)p,n e In with probability one for all sufficiently large n.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Remark 3: Because of (2.2) and since a / (a +1) < 1 for a > 0 the statement of Theorem 2 holds with (X)p,n replaced by Xp,n. well-behaved in a fixed neighborhood of '4p, it follows that T2 (n) = 0 (an bnj1). (2.20) rn*pl /n -Fn (4 Comparison of the rates (a4)2 and n-3/4+7, and observing that rn p1 /n = p + 0 (n 1)
gives the desired result. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. Proof: We may conclude from (A.1) that for any X with 0 < X < p and all y e Bp P (X (i) s y -nX) -P (e Q.cnP) <P (X (i) < y) s P (X (i) < y + n-X) + P ( i e {1,2, . .. , n}) be a set of random variables and Sn,k r k = 1,.., r be r nonempty disjoint subsets of cardinality nk of the set J with i_j Sn,k = k=1 Then, for any 0 < p < 1, the p-th sample quantile Xpn of J and the p-th sample quantiles X knk of Snk satisfy the inequalities mnin X k .X <.max X4k. Taking C3 = p M we may make, for given p, the exponent of n on the RHS of (A.6)
as small as we want by increasing M. Hence for n and M large enough, the probability in (A.6) is bounded by n-P-M/2 = V (n, p, M) say.
The same argument can be applied to F l by (2.1), that andn-> c e,* n-Il for all sufficiently large n, and that e* is a.s. finite.
Lemma 5: With the notation of Section 2 it is true for all 3 with 0 < f < 1 that (X)p,n e Bp a.s. for all n large enough. Here Bp is the fixed neighborhood of 4p over which the density of X (i) is bounded away from 0 and infinity.
Proof: We will show that (X)p,n -4p a.s. from which the statement follows. 
